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This city shows the odd modality of sheltering and serving as a springboard to fugitive politicians
and entrepreneurs, who seek to evade sanctions. 

Last Sunday, Miami Herald’s section “Undertone” published an article on the issue signed by
Kyra Gurney. 

She begins her article writing that Miami “is still a magnet for those charged with corruption in
Latin America”.

Then, she endorses her opinion detailing a large number of specific examples. One approaches
the case of Alejandro Lyons Muskus, former Colombian governor who is facing 20 charges
linked to this kind of dirty businesses. 

He committed those offenses while he led the department of Cordoba between 2012 and 2015.

Prosecutors say it was a misappropriation scheme linked to payments made for the right to
extract natural resources. 

According to Gurney, since former governor Lyons Muskus left office, he has been trailed by
allegations of corruption in Colombia. 

“Now, the specialist writes, he could be the latest example of a long tradition in Florida: 
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What? Officials who chose to flee after plundering their homelands and settle down in this place
“beyond the reach of their authorities”.

Later, to the surprise of many, she writes with great naturalness: 

The climate of South Florida and its waterfront condos make it a prime spot for those who are
under an investigative microscope. 

An investigative report published by the Miami Herald in December outlined some examples.
Last week, the most strident turn around Ricardo Martineli, former President of Panama, by the
way, a bitter enemy of Cuba. 

He was arrested in Miami near his $8.2 million home in Coral Gables.

“This practice is extremely common”, said José Miguel Cruz, research director of Florida
International University’s Kimberly Green Latin American and Caribbean Center. 

What was Cruz referring to? Firstly, to very influential politicians from elsewhere fleeing to Miami
and added: 

“Florida has a long history with regard to cases of corrupt officials who came to U.S. not only to
evade charges in their own countries, but basically to retire with the dirty money they made
during their tenure”. But without embarrassment they have slammed in diverse scenarios 

the lack of human rights in Cuba. 

And right now, they organize and wage a low-intensity war against Venezuela, because it does
not do what they do. 

Translated by Jorge Mesa Benjamin / Cubasi Translation Staff  
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